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NAFTA Export Planning

The trucking dispute has gone on for far too 
long, to the point of jeopardizing NAFTA’s 
status as a free-trade area under WTO rules.  
NAFTA-based businesses would do well 
in insisting that their governments take 
concrete action to make the agreement 
reach its full potential and its objective of 
at last establishing a legitimate free-trade 
area.
Page 1

rebound in Canadian M&A markets, it’s 
worth paying attention to the current hot 
button issues. 
Page 1

investments in green technology, such as 
immediate depreciation deduction for the 
amount of the investment, or accelerated 
depreciation rates depending on the type 
of investment.
Page 14

Is it possible to acquire insurance outside 
of Mexico for property casualty, life, health 
and medical expenses and any other type 
of coverage for risks or casualties arising in 
Mexico?  This question often surfaces and 
the answer can be a bit complex.
Page 15

NOTE TO READERS:

Only one issue is published in August. We 
will resume our twice monthly schedule 
with the September 15, 2010 issue.

 Canada: M&A

See Borrowed Time, page 6

See M&A, page 9

Trading on Borrowed Time
How Not Solving the U.S.-Mexico Trucking 
Problem Could Crash NAFTA
By Bryan A. Elwood 
(Curtis, Mallet-Prevost, Colt & Mosle LLP)

Of all the trade disputes between the United States and Mexico 
since the North American Free Trade Agreement (“NAFTA”) took effect, 
the most serious is the trucking dispute.  The problem—by which the 
United States blocks all access into its territory to Mexican trucks—has 
gone on for so long and affects so much of the region’s trade that North 
America currently cannot be considered a “free-trade area” as this term 

Deal Postcard from Canada: 
Wish You Were Here!

By Richard Steinberg, Tony Baldanza, Dan Batista and Mark Magro 
(Fasken Martineau)

Canada fared better than most in the recent global economic reces-
sion. Still the M&A market slowed and recently the much-anticipated 
bounce back remains subdued. National Post, a major Canadian daily 
newspaper, reported: 

“Canada’s mergers and acquisitions market in its second quarter 
is better off than it was last year, but the pace has slowed since the 
beginning of 2010 as companies become more and more cautious in an 
uncertain global economic environment.” [July 14, 2010]
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UNITED STATES
Customs

License exemptions also continue to be a 
focus of CBP, with four out of the 16 reasons 

identifying exemptions as a basis for 
detention and seizure.

Reasons for Outbound 
Detentions and Seizures
By David Hardin and Daniel Wendt 
(Miller & Chevalier Chartered)

On June 10, 2010, U.S. Customs and Border Protec-
tion (“CBP”) held a webinar focusing on CBP’s front-line 
enforcement of U.S. export controls rules and regula-
tions. 1

Although much of the webinar covered basic in-
formation familiar to the seasoned exporter, even the 
most sophisticated exporters may be interested in the 

-
bound detention and seizures (as quoted directly from 
the presentation): 

Information in the Automated Export System (AES). 
-

ment to seizure. CBP has found that many times 
the USPPI has submitted the information to a third 
party for completion of the AES transmission. The 
third party, in turn, "batches" the transactions and 

• If the commodity has been declared as under $2500 
and invoicing or other documents show that it clearly 
is over $2500, the cargo is subject to seizure. 

• Exporters who fraudulently declare cargo as under 

referred to fraud investigators for criminal prosecu-
tion. 

• Claiming an ITAR exemption rather than getting a 
Department of State License. 

• Failing to obtain DSP-61 licenses for USML in-transit 
movements through the U.S. 

• Paperwork for a licensed commodity is not transmit-
ted within the correct time frame and the commodity 
is at the dock. 

• Failure to claim a license or license exemption. 

• Parties to the movement of the cargo not listed on 
the license. 

• Indicating a license on the EEI that has nothing to do 
with the shipment. 

• For licensable cargo, using a forwarder that is not an 
approved freight forwarder. 

• Exporters using the ITAR exemptions in situations 
where they do not apply. 

• Using the AES Canadian exemption on CCL/USML 
exports.

Failing to submit ECCN # on AES submissions.

• Submitting the wrong mode of transportation. 
To be sure, many of these reasons are not new. But it is 

certainly worth reminding ourselves of several overarch-
ing themes. First, defense articles controlled under the 
ITAR continue to be a focus of CBP, for obvious reasons. 
Five of the 16 reasons above relate solely to ITAR-related 
issues. Thus, as for all controlled exports, exporters should 
continue to be mindful of the requirements for exporting 
defense articles. 

Second, errors committed by or related to freight 
forwarders continue to be a reason for outbound deten-
tion and seizures, thereby reinforcing the need to select 
and monitor your forwarders carefully. 

Finally, license exemptions also continue to be a focus 
of CBP, with four out of the 16 reasons identifying exemp-
tions as a basis for detention and seizure. Although a few 
of the reasons suggest that mere use of an exemption may 
lead to detention and seizure, detention or seizure most 
likely requires at least an indication that an exemption 
is being used improperly. In any event, exporters should 
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ensure that an exemption truly applies before citing it as 
a basis for a controlled export. 

With all of this in mind, exporters should tailor their 
business processes, compliance programs, and export 
transactions to avoid the common reasons outlined 
above. Consider using the reasons as a checklist or as 
a supplement to your existing list. Although no single 
compliance measure will eliminate the risk of detention 

or seizure, an eye towards the above reasons is likely to 
reduce that risk. 

1  A copy of the PowerPoint presentation can be found at 
http://www.millerchevalier.com/portalresource/Outbound_
webinar.

David Hardin (dhardin@milchev.com, 202-626-1485) and 
Daniel Wendt ( dwendt@milchev.com, 202-626-5898) are with 

U.S. Congress Finally Passes a 
Miscellaneous Tariff Bill
By Richard Abbey, Jay Eizenstat and Saskia Fronabarger 
(Miller & Chevalier Chartered)

On August 11, 2010, President Obama signed H.R. 
4380, the U.S. Manufacturing Enhancement Act of 2010 
into law.  Also referred to as the Miscellaneous Tariff Bill 
(MTB), the U.S. Senate -by unanimous consent and with the 
support of over 130 businesses and associations- passed 
the law on July 27, 2010, following passage in the U.S. 
House of Representatives on July 21, 2010. 

 Passage of the MTB had been widely supported in 
the U.S. business community and by major pro-busi-
ness associations including the National Association of 
Manufacturers, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and the 
Business Roundtable. 

The previous MTB (P.L. 109-280 and P.L. 109-482) 
expired on December 31, 2009. Until recently, the Con-
gressional Republican leadership successfully blocked 
Democrats’ efforts to reauthorize the expired MTB bill 
-- which included products that had been vetted by 
the House, Senate and ITC -- by asserting that the duty 
suspensions were “earmarks”. In the end, pressure from 
the U.S. business community helped to spur over 100 
House Republicans to support the reauthorization of the 
MTB which assured its passage in the House by a large 
bipartisan margin (378-43). 

The MTB aims to protect and create American jobs and 
cut the cost of doing business in the U.S. manufacturing 
industry by suspending duties on imported products that 
are not available in the United States or where there is no 

duties on a wide variety of products including, certain 
types of reusable grocery bags, automobile parts, digital 

manufacturers. 

after its enactment and it expires on December 31, 2012. 
Section 3002(b) provides for retroactive application of 
its duty suspension provisions. As a result, an importer 
may request liquidation or reliquidation of any entry 
covered by the MTB made between January 1, 2010 and 

have been no duty or a reduced duty if the MTB applied 
at the time of entry. Importers must request such liqui-
dation or reliquidation from U.S. Customs and Border 
Protection no later than 180 days after the enactment of 
the MTB and the U.S. must pay any amount owed to the 
importer without interest within 90 days of liquidation 
or reliquidation. 

Richard Abbey (rabbey@milchev.com, 202-626-2901), Jay 
Eizenstat (jeizenstat@milchev.com, 202-626-1584) and Saskia 
Fronabarger (sfronabarger@milchev.com, 202-626-5560) are 

Trade
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Trade

Export Controls: Commodity 
Jurisdiction Requests
By Alan W. H. Gourley (Crowell & Moring)

While we await the President’s promise to reform the 

for military use” criteria for determining commodity 
jurisdiction, the Department of State has taken a baby 
step to streamlining and making more transparent the 
current process. 

On August 4, 2010, the Directorate of Defense Trade 
Controls (“DDTC”) published (75 Fed. Reg. 46843
rule formally adopting the DS-4076 Commodity Jurisdic-
tion (“CJ”) Determination Request Form, revised from the 
earlier draft version available through D-TRADE. The 
new rule requires electronic submission of CJ requests 
(after a 30-day transition period). While the new form is 
similar to the earlier version, there are some differences 
that suggest DDTC is continuing its efforts to address 
more appropriately commercial products that may have 

system. Perhaps most importantly, the form (and introduc-

tory statement of the new rule) indicate that DDTC has 
decided to return to its mid-1990s practice of publishing 
some information about the CJ determination, includ-
ing make and model number and ultimate disposition 

proprietary by the submitter). 
Meanwhile, in an apparent reaction to reported 

instances where prosecution for unlicensed export of a 
defense article has been undermined because the exporter 

the Bureau of Industry and Security (“BIS”) indicating 

75 Fed. Reg. 45052 (August 2, 2010)) to add lan-
guage to EAR § 748.3 clarifying that neither a CCATS nor 
an advisory opinion establishes, or can be relied upon to 
establish, that a particular product is “subject to the EAR.” 
Moreover, BIS will include a similar cautionary statement 
on each CCATS it issues. While not directly advancing 
the President’s goal of a single licensing system, it does 
serve to educate the uninformed and to defeat those who 
may have sought previously to game the commodity 
jurisdiction system. 

Alan W. H. Gourley (agourley@crowell.com, 202.624.2561) 

Moring.

.

The newly-updated 2010 edition of MEXICO TAX, LAW & BUSINESS BRIEFING puts 

Order your copy today by visiting:

2010 20
10 MEXICO

TAX, LAW & 
BUSINESS

BRIEFING
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UNITED STATES/MEXICO

rules.  North America’s failure to attain “free trade area” 
status eventually will lead to the suspension of NAFTA 

puts NAFTA in violation of WTO law and the reasons 
why, to keep NAFTA on a safe track, this problem needs 
to be resolved quickly.   

How We Got Here
When NAFTA was signed in 1993 the parties en-

visioned that, after seven years of adjustments, trucks 
from both countries would be able to enter each other’s 
territories and deliver their loads anywhere in North 

each NAFTA country shall accord to transportation “ser-
vice providers of another Party treatment no less favorable 

Panel to address the problem.  In February of 2001, the 
Arbitral Panel unanimously determined “that the U.S. 
blanket refusal to review and consider for approval any 
Mexican-owned carrier applications for authority to 
provide cross-border trucking services was and remains 
a breach of the U.S. [NAFTA] obligations”.  The Panel 
recommended that the United States lift its restriction 
against Mexican trucks.  

The Panel’s decision was followed by civil litigation 
in the United States seeking to keep the border closed, 
an effort which ended unsuccessfully in 2004.  It was not 

to open its border and initiated a “pilot” program that 
allowed up to 100 Mexican trucking companies to provide 
services in the United States.  Interestingly, during the 
program’s brief period, Mexican trucks averaged equal 
or better safety rates than U.S. trucks.3  Even though the 
program was successful, the U.S. Congress shut it down 
in early 2009 due to lack of funds.  In March 2009, Mexico 
retaliated by imposing $2.4 billion in additional tariffs on 
U.S. products, but the measure, although damaging to 
some U.S. exporters, has had little effect on the border, 
which remains closed to all truck transportation services 
with no signs of it opening any time soon.  

NAFTA:  Not A Free Trade Area?
Signatories of the General Agreement on Tariffs and 

-
lowed for the existence of regional trading blocks or “free-
trade areas” within GATT’s trading system in the belief 
that said areas facilitate regional commerce, which in turn 
promote international trade.  For this reason “free-trade 

-
vored-Nation (“MFN”) treatment obligations.  The exemp-
tion allows members in a regional trading block to offer 
each other exclusive advantages—such as preferential 
tariffs and rules of origin—that they otherwise would be 
required to offer to all GATT/WTO members.  

GATT/WTO members, however, understood that 

happen only if all or substantially all of the trade in the 
free-trade area is in fact free of any cross-border trade 

Borrowed Time, from page 1

The trucking dispute has gone on for far too 
long, to the point of jeopardizing NAFTA’s 

status as a free-trade area under WTO rules. 

than that it accords, in like circumstances, to its own service 
providers”.  Article 1202 effectively requires all NAFTA 
governments to treat all North American trucking service 
companies the same.1  Today, 17 years later, Mexican 
trucks cannot cross the U.S. border, much less deliver a 
load at their desired international destination.  Instead, 
upon reaching the border, products must be moved to a 
different domestically approved truck, adding substantial 
cost and time to almost all U.S.-Mexico trade.2 

The United States originally blocked Mexican trucks 
claiming that they were unsafe for U.S. roads.  Mexico 
disagreed and retaliated by blocking U.S. trucks from 
entering Mexico.  In 1995, soon after NAFTA took effect, 
Mexico requested consultations with the United States 
to resolve the issue but the consultations went nowhere.  
In September 1998, Mexico tried again, this time request-
ing the formation of a NAFTA Chapter Twenty Arbitral 
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that regional free trade areas must eliminate all “duties 
and other restrictive regulations of commerce” on “sub-
stantially all trade” among its signatories.4  WTO/GATT 
members generally have agreed that, to meet the “sub-
stantially all trade” criteria, at least 80% of trade has to 
be restriction-free,5 and no major economic sector can be 
excluded.6  Further, said elimination of restrictions must 
occur within a “reasonable length of time” which shall 
normally not exceed 10 years after the establishment of 
the free trade area.7     

In NAFTA’s case, because of the trucking dispute, 
more than 10 years have gone by and trucking restrictions 
remain a hefty burden to a substantial part of U.S.-Mexico 
trade.  Quantitatively, over 65% of all U.S-Mexico trade 
is affected by trucking restrictions8 which puts restric-
tion-free trade far from being “substantially all trade”, 
as required by Article XXIV of GATT.  Furthermore, 
qualitatively, land transportation is a major economic 
sector because the service is essential to North American 
commerce and can raise the overall cost of doing trade.  
Placing a restriction on this sector is akin to levying a 
blanket import tax or duty.  Whichever method is used—
quantitative or qualitative—North America falls short of 
meeting its WTO requirement of being fundamentally 
restriction-free after 10 years of NAFTA.  

What Can Happen If We Stay On This Road
The seriousness of the trucking dispute lies on the 

fact that, unlike other NAFTA disputes that have focused 
predominantly on industry issues, this dispute encroaches 
on the very essence of what a free-trade area must be, ac-

argue that NAFTA is—or at a minimum will be in the near 
term—a legitimate free-trade area as NAFTA members 

The longer the situation prevails, the more vulnerable 
to attack NAFTA becomes.  At this point, any foreign na-
tion could bring NAFTA’s failure to attain a “free-trade 
area” status to the WTO either in the form of a dispute 
against or involving NAFTA or its members, or during a 
WTO periodic trade policy review of Mexico, the United 
States or Canada.  The threat of WTO action could be used 
by countries now less competitive in North America be-
cause of NAFTA.  Central American nations, for instance, 
rejected by the United States in their effort to sign their 
own agreement, may use this opening to try to level the 

member nation concerned or affected by the unrestrained 
and unchecked growth of free-trade agreements could 
showcase NAFTA (presumably the largest free-trade area 

in the world) to put some limits on the current free-trade 
agreement frenzy the world is experiencing.

Should a dispute be brought at the WTO to address 
NAFTA’s inability to reach “free-trade area” status, North 
American governments would need to tackle a complex 
public relations and political environment both at the 
WTO and within the region.  Such a dispute also could 

investment, and to commercial litigation.  Of course, if 
such a case was brought, the United States and Mexico 
could opt to lift their trucking restrictions and bring the 
agreement back into compliance, but the mere act of 
having to defend NAFTA in a WTO dispute procedure 
in a time of growing public resentment over free-trade 

over the region’s free-trade objectives and could open 
an exit door for any politically motivated government 
to leave the agreement. 

What To Do? 

special and active attention to the trucking problem.  
More pressure must be placed to open borders to trucks 
and free up trade.  Removing the trucking restriction will 
reduce costs and speed up deliveries, making the region 

originally intended.  Further, it is wrong for countries 
to have agreed to open borders only to discover after 17 
years that this was never their express intention.  The 
countries that promised free trade instead have engaged 
systematically in restricting the very means that allow 

The trucking dispute has gone on for far too long, to 
the point of jeopardizing NAFTA’s status as a free-trade 
area under WTO rules.  NAFTA-based businesses would 
do well in insisting that their governments take concrete 
action to make the agreement reach its full potential and 
its objective of at last establishing a legitimate free-trade 
area.

1  The United States made an express reservation in NAFTA to 
suspend Interstate Commerce Commission approval to allow 
persons of Mexico to provide trucking services.  The reservation 
expired in 1997 to allow trucking services in border states, and in 
2000 to allow trucking services throughout the United States.  
2 According to Katie Zaunbrecher of the Council on Hemi-
spheric Affairs, “the cost associated with transferring cargo to 
U.S. trucks is estimated at US$739 million a year, a price born 
primarily by U.S. consumers.  These additional costs are making 

-
tive in the U.S. market”.  See U.S.-Mexico Trucking Dispute Rolls 
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On:  Sixteen Years and Counting, Katie Zaunbrecher, Council on 
Hemispheric Affairs, http://www.coha.org/u-s-mexico-truck-
ing-dispute-rolls-on-sixteen-years-and-counting/.  Further, 
according to Cesar Castro—president of the National Council 
for the Exporting, Maquiladora and Manufacturing Indus-
try—trucking companies today must “pay about 120$ per trailer 
for a transfer service that hauls cargo across the border.  Delays 
compound those costs because shippers must drop the trailers 
on the Mexican side of the border, hook them up and deliver 
them to the U.S. side, where an American trucking company 

Celadon Group Inc., an Indianapolis trucking company that 
operates in the U.S., Mexico and Canada, comments that “the 
delays can last as long as a day as the three trucks complete their 
maneuvering.  The system puts North America at a disadvan-
tage to the European Union, where trucks travel freely among 
member nations.”  Thomas Black, Carlos Manuel Rodriguez, 
GE, 3M Freight Costs May Rise After U.S. Bars Mexican Trucks, 
Bloomberg, http://www.bloomberg.com.
3  According to the Council on Hemispheric Affairs, “the Pilot 
progam was surprising in several respects.  First it showed that 
the widely cited fears regarding highway safety were largely 
unfounded.  A 2009 Congressional Research Service report de-
clared that ‘the safety of Mexican trucks … is now comparable 

with U.S. trucks,’ thereby derailing the highway safety argument.  
The U.S. Department of Transportation Inspector General’s 2009 
report on the program also found that Mexican trucks were just 
as safe as U.S. vehicles”.  See U.S.-Mexico Trucking Dispute Rolls 
On:  Sixteen Years and Counting, Katie Zaunbrecher, Council on 
Hemispheric Affairs, http://www.coha.org/u-s-mexico-trucking-
dispute-rolls-on-sixteen-years-and-counting/.
4  Emphasis added.  Article XXIV of GATT provides as follows:  
“A free trade area shall be understood to mean a group of 
two or more customs territories in which the duties and other 
restrictive regulations of commerce (except, where necessary 
those permitted under Articles XI, XII, XIII, XIV, XV and XX) are 
eliminated on substantially all the trade between the constitu-
ent territories in products originating in such territories.”  The 
Articles listed do not provide exceptions to allow the restric-
tions on transportation services currently being applied at the 
U.S.-Mexico border.  
5  Analytical Index of the GATT, Co-published by the World Trade 
Organization and Brennan Press, 1995, Sixth Edition, p. 824, citing 
the Report of the Sub-group of the Committee on the European 
Economic Community at L/778, adopted on November 29, 
1957, 6S/70, 99, ¶ 30.    
6  Ibid., p. 825, citing the Report of the Working Party on the 
European Free Trade Area – Examination of the Stockholm 
Convention at L/1235, adopted on June 4, 1960, 9S/70, 83-85, 
¶¶ 48-49, 51, 54.
7  Understanding on the Interpretation of Article XXIV of the 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994, ¶ 3, provides 
that “‘[t]he reasonable length of time’  referred to in para. 5 (c) 
of Article XXIV [the ‘interim agreement’ period] should exceed 
10 years only in exceptional cases.”  
8 Using data from the U.S. Bureau of Trade Statis-
tics (BTS).  See January 2010 Surface Trade with Can-
ada and Mexico Rose 19.5 Percent from January 2009, 
http://www.bts.gov/press_releases/2010/bts016_10/html/ 
bts016_10.html.  Furthermore, it must be considered that this 
number could be higher if no restrictions on trucking were in 
place.

Bryan A. Elwood (belwood@curtis.com) is an international 
trade, customs and export controls attorney at Curtis, Mal-
let-Prevost, Colt & Mosle, LLP.  Mr. Elwood is licensed to 
practice law in Mexico and the United States (New York).  
Curtis, Mallet-Prevost, Colt & Mosle LLP is an international 

Middle East and Asia.  The views expressed in this article are 

treatment of the subject matter of this article will be available 
in a forthcoming book by the author to be published by Oxford 
University Press.  The author thanks Mr. David Seide and Ms. 
Clarissa Fisher for their valuable comments and assistance.
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CANADA

M&A, from page 1

Armed with a little knowledge, smart 

Canada’s general “open for business” 
approach to foreign investment. 

This caution likely stems from the global recession 
which has tempered foreign demand for certain Canadian 
businesses, including most notably Canadian natural 
resources companies. 

Adding up the Numbers 

analysis of Canadian M&A activity reported a 14% decline 
compared to the previous quarter. Yet the 246 announced 
transactions (worth $19.7 billion) was a 40% increase over 

Fast forward to the second quarter of 2010 and 
PricewaterhouseCoopers reported “a 15% increase in the 
number of announced Canadian M&A deals and a 26% 
increase in the aggregate value of announced deals” over 
the same period in 2009.

While many had hoped for a sharper bounce back, at 
least the trend line is pointing upward again. But PwC’s 
forecast is less encouraging for Canada’s third quarter 
results, which predicts that “the M&A recovery will be 
shallow and slow, dominated by well-capitalized corpo-
rations and large pension funds.” 

Hot Button Issues in Canada

Canadian M&A markets, it’s worth paying attention to the 
current hot button issues. Armed with “home advantage” 
insights, investors can better decide how to spend their 
dollars north of the border.

M&A
Canada’s M&A landscape is in the midst of a shake-

up. Rules governing disclosure and the use of “poison 
pills” are being rewritten in regulatory hearings across 
the country. As in other jurisdictions, Canada is consider-
ing changing securities regulations with new controls on 
credit rating agencies and the possibility of a new national 
securities regulator. 

Rights Plans 
Another deal making recent headlines was the 

unsolicited take-over bid instigated by Carl Icahn for 

Vancouver-based Lions Gate Entertainment Corp. The 
deal gave market participants yet another in a series of 
recent opportunities to hear from Canadian securities 
regulators on the use of “poison pills” to block unsolicited 
or hostile take-over bids. Target companies have long 
used securityholder rights plans (known colloquially as 
“poison pills”) as a tactical defensive response to hostile 
bids. Canadian regulators traditionally allowed this tactic 
to be used for a limited period of time and for the limited 

purpose of buying the target board of directors additional 
time to seek out value enhancing alternatives. 

But in a pair of recent decisions, securities regulators 
in Alberta and Ontario allowed target boards to effectively 

In Lions Gate, the regulator in British Columbia 

rights plans should not deprive shareholders of a choice 

shareholders ultimately can decide whether or not to tender 
into an unsolicited or hostile bid. 

This schism among securities regulators in Canada 
has created confusion in the marketplace and highlights 
the need for a coherent approach to regulation. 

Disclosure 

attention from investors, analysts and other commenta-
tors has been the proposed transaction involving Magna 
International Inc. and its founder, Frank Stronach, which 
was announced in May. The C$1.1 billion deal would 
eliminate Magna’s dual class share structure. Originally 
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approved by shareholders in 1978, the structure has al-
lowed the Stronach family to control the auto-parts gi-
ant for more than 30 years. The proposed transaction is 
unique when compared to other Canadian transactions 
involving the collapse of a dual class share structure, with 
most attention being focused on the size of the proposed 
payment to eliminate the structure. Given the size of the 
proposed payment when compared to similar Canadian 
transactions, the Magna board was unable to make a 
recommendation to shareholders as to how they should 

that could arise as a result of the proposal. 

Even though two provinces (Alberta and Québec) 
are currently opting out of the plans for a national regu-
lator, a recent editorial in The Globe & Mail, a Canadian 
daily newspaper, likely echoes the views of many market 
participants: “a change from 13 Canadian securities com-
missions to only three would be a great improvement.” 

In the ongoing saga of where to locate the national 
headquarters, the quintessentially Canadian compromise 
seems to be to create a headless body with a “virtual” 

Credit Rating Agency Regulation 
Another regulatory change afoot is Canada’s decision 

to introduce securities regulatory oversight of credit rating 
organizations. Prompted by the asset-backed commercial 
paper (ABCP) crisis, which crippled the country’s com-
mercial credit market in 2007-08, Canada now seems to 
be adopting measures similar to those adopted recently 
by the USA and the EU, making the shift away from self-
regulation as recommended by the International Monetary 
Fund in a report published last year. 

the issuers in the ABCP crisis, which became Canada’s 
largest and most complex restructuring deal. 

Competition & Foreign Investment 
In March 2009, Canada’s minority Conservative 

the Competition Act and Investment Canada Act. These 

radical shift in Canada’s treatment of mergers in general 
or foreign investment in particular. 

Competition
The Competition Act 

similar to the regime in the U.S. In particular, during an 
initial 30-day waiting period, the Competition Bureau 
may issue a “supplementary information request” (SIR) 
that would trigger a second 30-day waiting period upon 
satisfaction of the SIR. The change was controversial, 
in large part because of concerns that it would lead to 
enormously expensive requests similar to the “second 
request” experience in the U.S. Yet, to date, the issuance 
of SIRs has not been particularly widespread. Also, the 

action” letters remains intact. 
The March 2009 amendments left unaltered the mech-

(i.e., both a size-of-parties and size-of-transaction thresh-
old must be exceeded). However, the size-of-transaction 
threshold was increased to C$70 million, and thereafter 

Canada’s M&A landscape is in the midst of 
a shake-up. Rules governing disclosure and 
the use of “poison pills” are being rewritten 
in regulatory hearings across the country. 

Certain institutional investors have challenged the 
deal both in the press and in the courts, claiming the deal is 
too generous and taking issue with the fact that the board 
did not make a recommendation. Following proceedings 
before the Ontario Securities Commission (OSC) at which 
commission staff and the objecting investors challenged 
the proposal on a number of grounds, Magna was per-
mitted to continue with the proposal and produced a 
sizeable amount of supplemental disclosure in response 
to the OSC’s order to, in effect, place before sharehold-
ers substantially the same information that was before 
the board in light of the fact that the board had made no 
recommendation. After the initial vote was delayed due 
to the issuance of the supplemental disclosure, minority 
shareholders approved the proposal by a three-to-one 
majority at a meeting held in late July. Final approval 
now hinges on a fairness hearing before a court, which 
is being asked to approve the deal, in mid-August. 

Magna’s Board of Directors in the transaction. 

National Regulator 
All of which has added an element of timeliness to 

the most recent attempt to breathe life into an old “ini-
tiative” creating a national securities law regulator in 
Canada. A government-appointed review panel called 
the current system (one regulator for each province and 
territory) “a domestic and international embarrassment 
for Canada.” 
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will be adjusted annually based on a GDP-based index. 
(Nevertheless, the threshold amount was not changed 
for 2010.) The amendments also give the Commissioner 
only one year (as opposed to the previous three years) 
to challenge a transaction after it has closed. 

Since the March 2009 amendments, the Competition 
Bureau has issued new merger-related guidelines, includ-
ing guidelines on hostile transactions (June 2, 2010) and 
merger review process guidelines (September 18, 2009). 
Also, regulations under the Competition Act were updated 

requires short form information, with some additional 
information requirements). 

In 2010, the Competition Bureau continued its prac-
tice of cooperating with competition authorities in other 
jurisdictions in the review of international mergers and, 
where appropriate, relied on remedies agreed upon in 
such other jurisdictions to resolve competition concerns 
in Canada. Recent examples include the acquisition of 
MDS Inc.’s Analytical Technology business by Danaher 
Corporation and the acquisition of AH Marks Holding 
Limited by Nufarm Limited.

Foreign Investment 
The Canadian government also amended the Invest-

ment Canada Act in March 2009. “Non-Canadian” investors 
acquiring either direct or indirect control of a Canadian 
business, or establishing a new Canadian business, remain 
subject to the Investment Canada Act. Direct acquisitions 
by “WTO investors” (i.e., those controlled by nationals 
of World Trade Organization member countries) are 
subject to review and approval (according to a “net ben-

assets of the Canadian business being acquired is C$299 
million or more (this monetary threshold is subject to a 
GDP-based annual adjustment mechanism). An exception 
is where the Canadian business is engaged in “cultural 
activities,” in which case the review threshold remains 
C$5 million. Acquisitions of Canadian transportation, 

subject to lower thresholds under the Act. Moreover, the 
already high WTO investor threshold will, once certain 
regulations are passed, change to a threshold based on 
“enterprise value.” The initial threshold amount will be 
C$600 million and will rise in stages over a number of 
years to C$1 billion.  

with the March 2009 amendments was the establishment 
of a national security review regime. In a nutshell, the 
Governor in Council (in essence, the federal Cabinet), 

on the recommendation of the Minister of Industry, may 
order a review of an investment where the investment 
could be injurious to national security. Industry Canada 

August 2009 when it sent an unsolicited letter to George 
Forrest International Afrique S.P.R.L. (GFI), advising that 
it was prohibited from acquiring Forsys Metals Corp. (a 
uranium mining company) pending further notice. GFI 
ultimately abandoned the deal. 

With one exception, foreign investments subject to 
Investment 

Canada Act are invariably permitted to proceed, usually 
subject to certain undertakings given by the investor. 
Indeed, the recent recessionary environment has arguably 
increased Canada’s receptiveness to foreign investment. 
For example, earlier this year, despite vocal opposition 
by certain stakeholders, Amazon’s proposal to open a 
Canadian distribution centre, considered to be a “cultural 
business,” was approved by the Minster of Canadian 
Heritage, subject to certain reasonable commitments by 

few known formal rejections of an investment came in 
2008, when the Minister of Industry rejected U.S.-based 
Alliant Techsystems Inc.’s bid to acquire the space and 
information systems business of Canada’s MacDonald 
Dettwiler and Associates Ltd. 

With respect to state-owned enterprises (SOE), the 
Investment Canada Act does not contain provisions spe-

But the Canadian government issued SOE guidelines 
in December 2007, in recognition that investments by 

Canada” test in terms of, among other things, governance 
and commercial orientation. It is noteworthy that since 
the issuance of the SOE guidelines, there have been a 
number of investments in Canadian businesses by SOEs. 
Examples include the 2009 acquisition of Nova Chemicals 
by International Petroleum Investment Corporation (Abu 
Dhabi government) and the 2009 acquisition of a 60% 
share in Athabasca’s Oil Sands Corporation’s oil sands 
project by PetroChina Co.

As an ongoing development, the issue of Investment 
Canada Act undertakings is currently before the Federal 
Court of Canada. In July 2009, the Canadian government 

order remedies in respect of U.S. Steel’s failure to satisfy 
certain undertakings provided to the government in con-
nection with its acquisition of Stelco Inc. Subsequently, 
U.S. Steel challenged the constitutionality of certain 
provisions of the Investment Canada Act relating to the 
government’s ability to enforce undertakings. In June 
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2010, the Federal Court dismissed U.S. Steel’s constitu-
tional challenge, although it may appeal that decision. 

enforcement provisions of the Investment Canada Act to 
enforce undertakings by a foreign investor, including 
the remedy of divestiture, which one of the successful 
interveners has raised. 

Looking Ahead 
With many Canadians still stinging from the global 

economic meltdown of 2008 and the ensuing “great 
recession,” Canada’s M&A landscape offers hope for 
the future. Thanks to Canada’s rich natural resources, 

more of a trickle) even during the global recession. And 
demand now seems to be increasing.

Anecdotally we can report that our M&A team is see-
ing positive signs of the market bouncing back and we 
anticipate an even busier second half for 2010. Particularly 
promising is the investment activity across a wide range 

Taxation

MEXICO

By Ignacio Sosa and Luis Beristain 
(Ortiz, Sosa, Ysusi y Cía.,S.C.)

For the last several years, the Mexican tax authorities 

on taxpayers to pay their taxes and to comply with their 
tax obligations, converting the Mexican tax system into a 
complex regime and causing taxpayers to incur a myriad 
of administrative expenses.

Derived from the foregoing, on June 30, 2010 in the 

certain administrative procedures aimed at simplifying 
the tax regiment, so as to continue to make progress in 

of industries, from mining and forestry to business IT 
services and health care.

Canadians may be cautious by nature. But investors 
in the US looking for positive returns might consider look-
ing for opportunities north of the border. Armed with a 

from Canada’s general “open for business” approach to 
foreign investment. 

Richard Steinberg (rsteinberg@fasken.com)  is Chair of Fasken 
Martineau’s Securities and Mergers & Acquisitions Group. 
He is based in Toronto and can be reached at 416 865 5443. 
Tony Baldanza (abaldanza@fasken.com) is Chair of Fasken 
Martineau’s Antitrust/Competition & Marketing Law Group. 
He is based in Toronto and can be reached at 416 865 4352. 
Daniel Batistsa  (dbatista@fasken.com) is a Partner with Fasken 
Martineau’s Securities and Mergers & Acquisitions Group 
in Toronto and can be reached at 416 868 3423. Mark Magro 
(mmagro@fasken.com) is an Associate with Fasken Martineau’s 
Antitrust/Competition & Marketing Law Group in Toronto.    
and can be reached at 416 868 3523.

offering measures that permit taxpayers to comply with 
their tax obligations more easily and more quickly, as 
well as to reduce their administrative costs.

The most important of the administrative procedures 
are the following:

tax (FRBT) 
Upon taking effect, the FRBT Law established the 

obligation to make monthly prepayments on account of 

statement for such tax along, with the “List of concepts 
that served as the basis of calculation of the FRBT”, in-
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Considering the aforementioned, the obligation for 

concepts that served as the basis of determination of FRBT 

following the last month of such year.

burden that the taxpayers had is reduced at the monthly 
level, but remains in place at the annual level.

value added tax (VAT) in the annual income tax return

Third Parties (IROTP), which consists of providing the Tax 
Administration Service (TAS) with monthly information 
on the operations with the VAT payers’ suppliers.

In addition to such obligation, the taxpayers must 

in their annual income tax return.

VAT information in their annual income tax return was 
eliminated, subject to compliance with the obligation of 

Option of not issuing the tax audit report corresponding 

The option is established for those taxpayers required, 

statements audited by an authorized public accountant, 

information within the time limits and means that will 
be published by the Mexican tax authorities through 
administrative rules. 

Note must be taken that such option is not applicable 
to authorized donees or to companies participating in 
a merger or in a spin-off, which must continue to have 

indicated by the Mexican tax provisions.
-

plicable to companies that have elected to determine 
their tax result in a consolidated manner, in terms of 
the Income Tax Law (ITL) - the above, considering that 

the obligation for this type of taxpayers (to audit their 

in the referenced Law.

-
dition to the income tax, is created, so as to increase the 
level of tax collection and to avoid the increase in tax 
evasion practices; this contribution directly taxes cash 
deposits. The aforementioned tax became effective on 
July 1, 2008.

The tax is levied on cash deposits at the rate of 3% 
on amounts exceeding Ps. 15,000 monthly.

In accordance with the Tax on Cash Deposits Law 
(TCDL), taxpayers may offset the tax paid in the month, 
against the income tax prepayment, as well as against the 
income tax withheld from third parties, or even against 
federal contributions. The refund of any remainder can 
be requested, provided the transaction is audited for tax 
purposes by a registered public accountant.

In this regard, it is established that those taxpayers 
who request the refund of such tax do not have to get 
the transaction audited for tax purposes by a registered 

within the timeframes and in the means established by 
the TAS through administrative rules.

Notice of Offsetting
In addition to the aforementioned administrative ben-

the notice of the offsetting of favorable federal taxes against 
the federal contributions they must pay is eliminated, 

Payments Service, in which the favorable balance is (or 
was) shown, and they opt to offset such balances against 
payments they make by the same means.

Ignacio Sosa (isosa@osy.com.mx) and Luis Beristain (lberi-
stain@osy.com.mx) are Partner and Associate in Tax Con-
sulting and Litigation with Ortiz, Sosa, Ysusi y Cía., S.C., 
in Mexico.
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Why Should You Go Green In 
Mexico?
By Mauricio Hurtado de Mendoza, Jose Luis Olvera 
Salcedo and Martha Elias Villazcan 
(PricewaterhouseCoopers)

Current State of Play 
As stated by Von Moltke1, when international efforts 

to address climate change expand, the distinction between 
climate-related project investments and other types of 
investments will become increasingly blurred.

This is expected to occur in countries such as Mex-
ico, which has increasing economic links with various 
environmentally-friendly countries. These economic 
relations may derive in investment opportunities in the 
area of carbon emissions despite the fact that Mexico is 
not an Annex 1 country of the United Nations Frame-
work Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and is 
therefore not obliged to meet domestic greenhouse gas 
(GHG) targets. 

Government Activity on Cap and Trade Systems 
Despite these new government proposals, there is 

no clear plan for an Emission Trading System (ETS) in 
Mexico. The possibility has been raised by government 

about carbon trading or taxes as possible tools to meet 
the ambitious reduction goals set by the President. The 
national carbon market proposed in the PECC consists of 
the development and implementation of a carbon market 
between state-owned energy companies Comision Fed-
eral de Electricidad (power) and  Petroleos Mexicanos 
(oil and gas), with the gradual incorporation of private 
companies from key sectors. The goal set for the initiation 
of this carbon market is 2011. 

Also, in accordance with Articles 22 and 116 of the 
General Law of Ecological Equilibrium and Environmen-
tal Protection (Ley General de Equilibrio Ecológico y Protección 
al Ambiente
the environmental outcome of economic activities have 
been implemented in order to motivate taxpayers.

Tax System and Sustainability
Given the current economic climate and the Mexican 

Tax Authorities’ focus of generating government revenues 
through taxes there is a very complex environment that 

side generates revenues for the government and on the 
other stimulates sustainable investments.

At a federal level, Mexican tax legislation grants 

the wealth of possibilities that can be used to stimulate 
green investments. At a state and local level, rather than 

perform activities that damage or pollute the environ-
ment.   

In accordance with Articles 22 and 116 of the LE-

• Acquire, install or operate equipment for GHG con-
trol.

combustion, control or any other equipment which 
reduces GHG emissions 

• Carry out research and development activities which 
derive in a reduction of GHG.

• Locate or relocate their facilities to avoid the con-
tamination of urban areas. 

At a federal level, Mexican tax legislation 

may seem limited considering the wealth of 
possibilities that can be used to stimulate 

green investments. 

Mexico is currently ranked among the top 20 coun-
tries in the GHG emission rankings. It has committed to 

2012, and aims to reduce them to 50% below 2002 levels 
by 20502.  

Additionally, on June 5, 2009, President Calderon 
launched the Special Climate Change Program (Pro-
grama Especial de Cambio Climático or PECC) as part of the 
2007–2010 National Development Plan (NDP), which is 
expected to stimulate sustainable-related investments. 
The PECC establishes a low-carbon development scenario 

Environment
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The most renowned of these incentives, is the “zero 
tariff”, which places a 0% tariff on all imports of envi-
ronmentally-friendly equipment, as long as the technol-
ogy implemented is not manufactured in Mexico. The 
equipment must preferably improve air, soil or water 
conditions. 

investments in green technology, such as immediate de-
preciation deduction for the amount of the investment, 
or accelerated depreciation rates depending on the type 

the Tax on Acquisition of New Cars to taxpayers that 
acquire hybrid or electric cars. 

Why Invest Now? 
Companies are placing special emphasis in renewable 

resources and corporate responsibility and are looking to 
take advantage of the new programs which allow them 

to improve their performance.  By planning for medium 
and long-term investments, and taking advantage of the 
Mexican government’s proposals and incentives, compa-

them ahead of their competitors in Mexico.

1 Von Moltke, Konrad, presentation for “Hemispheric Trade and 
Sustainable Development”, International Institute for Sustain-
able Development, Quebec, April 2001. Winrock International. 
February 1997. “Biomass-fueled electric energy generation in 
Mexico.” Mimeo.
2  The World Bank. Updated on June 15, 2009. Consulted on 
June 30, 2009.
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Insurance Policies Purchased 
Outside of Mexico 
By Rene Cacheaux 
(Cacheaux, Cavazos & Newton, L.L.P.)

Is it possible to acquire insurance outside of Mexico 
for property casualty, life, health and medical expenses 
and any other type of coverage for risks or casualties 
arising in Mexico?  This question often surfaces and the 
answer can be a bit complex.  The general rule is that all 
insurable risks arising in the Mexico must be covered 
through insurance policies issued by insurance companies 
authorized to do business and sell insurance in Mexico.  
Nevertheless, this general rule has a few exceptions, 
which are similar to those that apply to international 
reinsurance coverage.  

The general rule is that it is illegal for foreign insur-
ance companies to issue insurance policies covering 
risks arising in Mexico or for a casualty that may occur 
in Mexico.  Article 3 of the General Law for Insurance 
Institutions and Mutual Insurance Companies (Ley Gen-
eral de Instituciones y Sociedades Mutualistas de Seguros or 

“LGISMS”) does not allow foreign companies to “exercise 
any active insurance operations in the Mexican territory” 
and, additionally, it forbids individuals or entities from 
contracting with foreign insurance companies to cover 
losses that can occur in Mexico.  It is also forbidden for the 
insurance applicant to contract health and life insurance 
with foreign insurance companies while the applicant 
is in Mexico at the moment of executing the insurance 
agreement.  So long as the insured is outside of Mexico 
when executing such agreements, such activity cannot 
be penalized in Mexico. 

There is a secondary market, in which foreign insur-
ance companies cover some risks that arise in Mexico, 
which mostly involve life and medical insurance.  The 
purpose of such insurance often arises from the need or 
preference of individuals to obtain medical and hospital 
services outside of Mexico, so Mexican citizens often 
seek insurance through one company for medical insur-
ance with coverage both within and outside Mexico.  In 
the countries where such insurance policies are issued, 
generally speaking, such coverage and insurance policies 
are legal and valid so long as the coverage is contracted 
while the insured is outside of Mexico.  It is important 
to note that the LGISMS applies only in Mexico; in other 

Insurance
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words, it cannot govern activities outside of Mexico.  The 
only means of control is to forbid individuals or entities 
from contracting with foreign insurance companies for 
coverage as to losses occurring in Mexico. 

Additionally, it is important to mention that if these 
policies are purchased and such purport to cover losses 
in Mexico, in case of a breach by the insurance companies 
under the policies, no claims for default or breach of the 

person acquiring an insurance policy issued in a foreign 
country will be subject to the existing legal provisions 
in that country, and, if there is a default, such individual 
should consider hiring attorneys licensed in the country 
where such insurance policy was issued.  

Another relevant topic in the insurance industry 
pertains to the issuance of global insurance policies for 
international companies, especially those insurance 
policies that cover property casualty and liability as to 
third parties.  

In these instances, a foreign insurance company 
covers casualties in Mexico and other parts of the world 
by issuing a global policy, which provides coverage in 
Mexico though a policy issued by a Mexican subsidiary or 

-
ance companies based in different countries.  Therefore, 
when seeking such coverage, it is important to verify 
that the brokerage company or the foreign insurance 
company offers and delivers an insurance policy issued 
by an insurance company that is authorized to sell insur-
ance in Mexico.

There are also certain foreign investment restrictions 
for foreign insurance companies doing business in Mexico, 
whether directly or indirectly through subsidiaries or 
joint ventures.  Mexico protects its insurance industry 
through such restrictive legislation.  Nevertheless, trade 
agreements that Mexico has signed with other countries 
include some exceptions to the mentioned restrictions 

entities in Mexico.  
For example, the North American Free Trade Agree-

ment currently allows U.S. or Canadian insurance com-

with 100% foreign investment, so long as the U.S. or 
Canadian insurance company is engaged in the same 
general type of services outside Mexico that will be ren-
dered in Mexico.  

This is a good opportunity for foreign insurance 
companies to offer their services in Mexico directly by 

-
ties based on their expertise in the market.  
The LGSIMS was amended to allow the 

in response to the international agreements 
executed by Mexico. 

Rene Cacheaux (rcacheaux@ccn-law.com) is 
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